Ultrafast, femtosecond laser pulse interaction with dielectric materials has shown them to have significantly higher laser fluence threshold requirements, as compared to metals and semiconductors, for laser material modification, such as laser ablation. Examples of dielectrics are crystalline materials such as quartz and sapphire, and amorphous glasses. The interaction between femtosecond laser pulses, at a wavelength with negligible linear absorption, and a dielectric has been found to be weak, and multiple pulse irradiation is therefore typically used in order to see significant and quantifiable effects. In this study the dielectric is the crystalline, layered, natural mineral muscovite, a mica with formula ( ) ( ) . Muscovite, newly cleaved, is used in a wide range of technological and scientific applications including as an insulating material in electronics and as an ultra-flat and ultra-clean substrate. A single, ~800 nm wavelength, ~6 micron spotsize, ~150 fs laser pulse is found to lead to a systematic range of laser modification topologies, as a function of the fluence of the single laser pulse, including bulk removal of material. The fs laser pulse/material interaction is greater than expected for a standard dielectric at a given fluence. Optical surface profiling and FESEM are used to characterise the topologies. Contrasting the results of the two techniques supports the use of optical surface profiling to characterise the material modification despite its limitations in lateral resolution as compared to FESEM. The interlayer mineral water content of natural muscovite is proposed as the primary reason that mica behaves differently to a standard dielectric when irradiated with a single 800 nm fs laser pulse.
Introduction
The interaction of ultrafast femtosecond (fs) laser pulses with dielectric materials 1, 2, 3 , metals 4, 5 and semiconductors 6, 7 has been extensively studied, including theoretical modeling 8, 9 . In metals, free charge absorption, leads to transfer of the energy from the fs laser pulse to the bulk 10, 11 . Direct absorption of the fs laser pulses, leads to low experimentally observed laser ablation thresholds for metals: ~ 0.4-0.9 J/cm 2 12,13 . In contrast, in transparent dielectrics, the pulse energy is non-linearly absorbed in the material. First, a critical density of free electrons is generated by the incident fs laser pulse to create defect states in the system. Thereafter, the rest of the pulse energy is absorbed by the generated electron cloud and transferred to the bulk 3, [14] [15] [16] . This nonlinear ionization, leads to a higher ablation threshold of ~2.5-15.2 J/cm 2 17-19 in dielectrics using multiple laser pulse irradiation. Hence, in large bandgap dielectric materials, multiple pulses have been used in studies measuring the ablation threshold and seeking to remove bulk material by laser ablation 18, 19 . On longer time scales, beyond the pulse duration, in metals, the energy is transferred to the bulk by electron-lattice heating followed by heterogeneous or homogenous melting leading to ablation in the processed region 8 . In semiconductors and dielectrics, a plasma state or non-thermal melting follows the free electron generation and leads to ablation 3, 20, 21 .
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Here, we show that non-linear, multiphoton interaction of a single femtosecond laser pulse with muscovite sheet leads to surface modification at a single laser pulse threshold, which is found to be unprecedentedly low for a dielectric. Topologies of the processed regions as modified by the pulse, are unconventional compared to any observed published study of femtosecond laser pulse interaction with a dielectric. We propose that the novelty of the results derives from the unique layered structure of muscovite and mineral water trapped between the layers. Our study observes modified topologies on the mica surface from "bumps" to "craters" with variation in single pulse fluence. Bumps are most likely due to localized deadhesion of layers driven by the mineral water in the laser affected region.
The abundant natural mineral muscovite has a unique layered structure and composition leading to its distinct physical and dielectric properties 22, 23, 24 that are used in a range of technological applications. Layered muscovite has a very low cleavage energy of ~ 500 mJ/m 2 25,26 , along the preferred plane of delamination, the (100) basal plane. This ability of muscovite to be easily cleaved along this plane is unique among the naturally occurring minerals. Such delamination commonly yields an atomically flat cleaved surface over a large surface area 27, 28 . This makes it a substrate of choice for various depth sensitive (height) characterization techniques, selfassembly 29, 30 , and thin film growth [31] [32] [33] . Experimental studies in the past have measured the adhesion energy 34, 35 between layers and the geometry of cracks and blisters 36 associated with the cleavage of planes or delamination.
Muscovite is a mica and a phyllosilicate with sum formula 37 2 ( 3 ) 10 ( ) 2 . Phyllosilicates are the sheet silicates, consisting of a central Si atom surrounded by four oxygen atoms at the corner of tetrahedron. The structural composition of muscovite is visualized in fig.1 . An octahedral layer of AlO6 is sandwiched between two tetrahedral layers of SiO4, sometimes referred to as di-octahedral mica. The tetrahedral sheets form a honeycomb network with basal oxygen linking the adjacent tetrahedrons. Aluminium (Al) atoms partially substitute Si ions to give the (001) basal layer a net negative charge. This net negative surface charge at the layer boundary is compensated by the interlayer cation K + and the layers are held together by these compensatory interlayer cations. The thickness of an individual mica monolayer is computed to be ~ 1.29nm 38 , shown in fig.1 
(a).

Water in muscovite
Affinity of water to mica was first documented by Langmuir in 1918 39 . Mica was hypothesized to cleave along layers enclosing mineral water molecules ( fig.1(c) ) resulting in a thin primary water film being intimately absorbed at the top cleaved layer. The adsorbed condensed water in muscovite is stored in a capillary like configuration and regarded to be a derivative of water 35 with a higher refractive index and lower vapour pressure compared to pure water. Sakuma analysed the optimum sites for water molecule accumulation within the muscovite lattice 34 and found that between 2 and 12 H2O molecules can surround the single muscovite unit cell.
Significant experimental effort has been put into identifying the physical properties of muscovite. In thermal studies, muscovite was kept at a constant temperature of ~800 O C for 760 hours 40 , resulting in de-hydroxylation -the removal of hydroxyls, in the form of water, from the crystal structure. Two hydroxyl ions in muscovite condense to form one H2O molecule. In the dehydroxylation process, escaping gas pockets, that arise from hot H2O molecules, were speculated to be responsible for the observed delamination of the muscovite layers 41, 42 .
X-Ray Fluorescence (XRF) elemental analysis of the 300µm thick muscovite sheets used in this study, estimates a 4.72 weight percent (%) loss on ignition (L.O.I), as shown in fig.2 . XRF is reported as oxides, rather than as aluminosilicates that the majority of aluminium and silicon in mica occurs in. sheet. These estimates are close to the reported data of H2O in muscovite 37 . Factoring in the 4.72 weight percentage of water in muscovite, leads to the estimate of ~ 4 ± 1 H2O molecules per unit cell 34 (Supplementary section D). The volume of mica affected by a laser pulse with fluence in the range of 2.47 -7.07 J/cm 2 encapsulates 2.44*10 7 -9.65*10 9 H2O molecules (Supplementary section E).
Laser pulse modified surface topology
The topology of the modified region was characterized using optical surface profilometry (OSP), to identify the geometrical parameters of the processed region, and by field emission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM) to confirm the structure. Topologies for laser processed sites, as a function of single laser pulse fluence, as measured by OSP are shown in fig.  3 . These have sub nanometre height resolution and ~0. . 25 craters are measured to identify the average depths and diameters. Hence, this fluence is the threshold for single fs laser pulse modification of muscovite. Thus, the first topology is a "crater", with a negative height. At a fluence of 2.8 J/cm 2 , the processed sites extend both above the original surface, a "Bump", and below, a "crater" as shown in fig. 3(b) . The crater deepens to (10.04 ± 1.66) nm and (1.31 ± 0.09) µm wide. However, the crater is now located within a bump of height (6.75 ± 0.89) nm above the surface.
Bumps become more apparent at a fluence of 3.5 J/cm 2 as shown in fig. 3 (c), 1.46 times the threshold fluence for measurable modification. The average height of the detected bumps increases to (26.60 ± 2.06) nm. At this fluence, the modification is limited to being entirely above the surface. Bumps in the fluence region below the bump threshold, 2.8-3.5 J/cm 2 , surround a non-central crater. Also, the diameter of the affected region i.e. (7.85 ± 0.56) µm -(13.02 ± 1.42) µm, in this fluence region, is larger than the spot size of the laser beam, 6 µm. A further increase in the fluence to at least 1.9 times the crater threshold, i.e. 4.6 J/cm 2 , introduces a new feature: A rim that is surrounding the popped-up, bump topology, as shown in fig.  3(d) . Finally, at the highest fluence employed in this study, 7.07 J/cm 2 , the height of the bumps is observed to reduce ( fig.3e ), above the surface. However, the craters deepen, and the bumps are situated inside those craters. This, in effect, is still an increase in the absolute height of the bumps compared to previous fluences. The progression of the modified surface topologies as a function of incident single pulse fluence is depicted in fig.4 . Fig 4a shows the height of key features of a laser modified topology at a given fluence and fig. 4b shows the diameter of key features. After the modification threshold, the craters (negative height given in fig.4a and diameter given in fig.5(a), (b)&(c) , show a transition from a low bump (with indents and mounding at an even smaller size scale that has been referred to as ripples in prior laser processing studies), at the lower fluence range, to a higher bump with a central jet, above the single laser pulse threshold for bump formation. In fig.5(c) , an additional bump almost central to the bump is observed, which also has an opening, indicating a bubble bursting in an elastic material. At a fluence of 4.6 J/cm 2 , a rim is observed to surround the burst bump topology, as shown in fig. 5(d) . The height of the bumps and rims along with the depth and diameter of the craters continues to increase with laser Contrasting the two characterization techniques of OSP and FESEM confirms the unconventional progression of topologies with increasing single laser pulse fluence. Three dimensional maps of the modified topologies, obtained from OSP, depict the comprehensive analysis of the geometrical parameters, along with measured standard deviations from measuring 25 sites. Although FESEM allows high flexibility in magnification and gives higher lateral resolution for spatial features of the topologies, it is unable to provide a quantified three-dimensional map of the topologies. In contrast, OSP has the ability to scan large surface areas with sub nanometre vertical resolution (important in characterizing shallow craters and bumps) and is only constrained by the limited lateral resolution which does not resolve small openings and small indents/rippling in the laser processed topologies. FESEM imaging also requires sample coating for a dielectric, to manage charging effects, and is therefore a destructive characterisation technique. Whereas, OSP does not require any sample preparation and does therefore not alter the sample in any way.
Discussion
When a 300 µm muscovite sheet is irradiated with a single 150 fs duration laser pulse at 800 nm, focussed on the surface to a spotsize of ~6 µm, significant energy coupling occurs resulting in a systematic series of laser processed topologies, as the pulse fluence is increased. Volumetric removal of material (0.54 -4.93 µm 3 ), is also observed with an increase in fluence, ~(5 -7) J/cm 2 . At 800 nm wavelength with a 150 fs laser pulse the dominant process of energy coupling in muscovite is expected to be non-linear multi-photon ionization of the crystal 14, 15 , i.e. six-photon ionization. However, we observe the low threshold for the surface modification by a single fs laser pulse, identified to be 2.4 J/cm 2 . Conventionally, the laser fluence threshold for the surface modification is defined at the lowest fluence of observed visual modification at the surface, after which any further increase leads to ablated sites which deepen and/or widen with increasing fluence. However, in the case of muscovite, the mineral water [40] [41] [42] alters the modification mechanism upon impact of a fs pulse as compared to conventional dielectrics. As a consequence, the modified sites do not follow the traditional ablation progression upon increase in the fluence.
The smaller diameter of the modified sites near the crater threshold, in comparison to the 6 µm spotsize of the pulse, as shown in fig.4b , indicate that only the centre of the incident pulse modifies the small volume of 0.046 µm 3 . We estimate the affected volume to encapsulate 2.4*10 7 H2O molecules that only require a small fraction of the incident pulse energy i.e. in nJ regime, to cause vaporization (Supplementary section E) . From the small openings in the modified region as observed in the FESEM micrographs, in fig. 5(a)&(b) , we propose the cavitation of mineral water 43 , leading to the formation of water vapour pockets 44, 43 which both transfer thermal energy to the surrounding material, rendering it deformable, and expand to bursting (microexplosions 21 ), escaping the processed region and giving rise to the openings. Clusters of debris, shown in bright contrast are proposed as some combination of the non-volatile component of mineral water 35 and small quantities of the elemental composition of the muscovite, or a subset thereof. The 45, 43 in the processed region. At higher fluence, fig. 5(c) , the modified region depicts bubbling and formation of nano pores within the bump (Supplementary section B and F) , similar to the modifications in ultrafast pulse processed polymers 46 . However, there are no signs of dissociation as in polymers. At this fluence muscovite modifies moderately like a polymer. The openings in the bump reveal fibre and nano-pore like arrangements inside the bumps, similar to laser processed polymers 46 , accompanied by the signatures of molten material resetting. Expanding gas pockets, proposed to be primarily vaporised interlayer mineral water, drive the micro explosion of a hot muscovite jet perpendicular to the surface. Fast cooling thereafter freezes the material in a jet like structure 47 . Hence, the height of the jet shows a large range of values depending on where in its projection and collapse its re-solidification is captured ( fig.4(a), 3 .53-4.24 J/cm 2 ).
The higher fluence, shown in fig.5(d) , (e) & (f), leads to a softening of a larger volume of material in the processed region. The appearance of a rim of hot displaced material indicates, a further rise in lattice temperature 1 . It occurs along the boundary of the temperature differential 48 between the high temperature soft central processed region, and the cold surrounding material. Such a rim will shield the hot material flowing under the influence of surface bound shock waves 49 . At fluences larger than 3.88 J/cm 2 deep craters surrounded by a rim are common features in the modified topologies. As craters, they follow conventional expectation for fs laser ablation in dielectrics 1, 50 . Material has been removed from the ablation site. However, bumps are still present inside these craters. The height of the bumps, as shown in fig. 3(d), can reach ~130nm (fig.4a) , with an opening at the top. Nanopores inside the bumps are still observed through the opening, hence, polymer like modification still occurs at such fluence. The increase in height of the bumps can be attributed, to the rise in lattice temperature, as evidenced by rim formation 1 . At highest fluence used in the study, i.e. 7.07 J/cm 2 , shown in fig.3(e) & 5(f) , the topology follows the trend of a rim surrounding the crater with a bump inside it. The number of encapsulated H2O molecules estimated to be in the processed volume increases to 9.65*10 10 , however, the opening in the bumps are absent in all observations. It indicates the gas pockets are not able to escape the region. It is likely the dynamic re-solidification of hot material (following ablation), suppresses the bursting (effect of micro-explosion of gas pockets) in the larger affected volume.
Conclusion
This is the first study to highlight a distinct sequence of topologies obtained by single fs laser pulse processing of the dielectric muscovite, a mica. Usually there is a state-of-the-art set of expectations for the systematics of the topology of laser processing of a dielectric using ultrafast (fs) pulses, as the fluence of the pulses increases. This is informed by the physics of ultrafast light matter interactions. Significant evidence of modification is obtained with just a single 150 fs, 800 nm, 6 micron spotsize laser pulse at a fluence 2.4 J/cm 2 or greater. Usually multiple laser pulses are used because current knowledge suggests they are required. The systematic variation in topology of the single laser pulse processed sites indicates several physical mechanisms may be sequentially contributing to the results. With an increase in pulse fluence the modification mechanism in muscovite may be transitioning from escaping gas pockets to polymer like cavitation and bubbling, followed by micro explosion, and then conventional ablation accompanied by cavitation, bubbling and micro explosion.
The unconventional response of muscovite sheet to an ultrafast pulse, is attributed to its atypical layered mineral structure incorporating interlayer mineral water. It is proposed the interlayer mineral water changes to vapour after absorbing pulse energy and the vapour transfers energy to the lattice. Nucleation of H2O gas bubbles followed by volatile burst(s) in the processed region, result in the formation of bumps above the surface. Hence, we propose a first instance of H2O assisted laser modification in a transparent mineral by single fs pulse irradiation.
The system is a challenging one to model theoretically and these experimental results will hopefully motivate experts in molecular dynamics to start addressing a layered crystalline muscovite, or an appropriate simpler crystal in the first instance, with interlayer water. Such a material structure emerges as one that might be fabricated and explored for its science interest and potential usefulness.
Method and Instruments
The laser system used in this study was a regeneratively amplified ultrafast Ti: Sapphire laser (Coherent RegA 9000), emitting pulses at a wavelength of 800 nm with a duration of 150 fs, a maximum repetition rate of 100 kHz and a maximum average output power of 0.212 W. The pulses were focused using a 10× magnification objective (Olympus ULWD), resulting in a 1/e2 spot size of around 6 μm in diameter. In our experiments, the repetition rate was lowered to 10 Hz and the Position Synchronised Output (PSO) of the positioning stages (see below) was used to trigger the laser to ensure single pulse interaction at the pre-defined locations on the surface of the sample. The pulse energy incident on the sample was adjusted by rotating a half-wave plate in front of a polariser and was monitored using a powermeter (Thorlabs PM100A). The polarization of the laser pulses incident on the sample was changed to circular by a quarter-wave plate to exclude polarization-dependent effects.
The sample was positioned by a computer-controlled precision XYZ stage (Aerotech ABL1500s). Alignment was aided by a vision system incorporated into the focusing arm of the laser path, which enabled real-time monitoring. A freshly cleaved muscovite sheet of dimension 25 mm 25 mm 300 microns from Axim Mica, Robbinsville, NJ, USA was used for the laser processing.
Suraface marking of the laser processed pattern to be characterized was performed in a 10 × 100 matrix pattern with ten rows corresponding to different single pulse fluence levels from 1.76 J/cm 2 -7.07 J/cm 2 . The feed rate of the translation stage is set (with reference to the 10 Hz repetition rate) to equally space individual spots, being exposed to a single laser pulse to allow statistical analysis of the resulting interaction. Different modification regimes were investigated by varying the laser power, starting with the highest achievable laser pulse fluence, well-above the surface modification threshold, and then reducing it sequentially until it was below the modification threshold.
The laser-induced modifications were characterized using a Bruker-AXS NT-9800 optical surface profiler (OSP) (working principle is described in supplementary information section F) and a JEOL JSM 7100F -Field Emission Scanning Electron Microscope (FESEM).
For OSP characterization, a 50× and a 115× magnification objective was used in combination with a 1.0× field of view lens. With the 50× objective the field of view is 140 μm x 100 μm, and with 115× it is 55 μm x 40 μm. The samples (laser processed muscovite sheets) were mounted on a manual stage with an X/Y translation range of ± 50.8mm (± 2in.) and ± 4° tip/tilt. OSP characterization is performed without any post processing of the sample after laser processing.
The FESEM micrographs were obtained at an operating voltage of 15 kV. FESEM micrographs were recorded at a magnification of 33000, 30000, 27000 and 18000 times and at a working distance of 24.00 mm, 23.9 mm, 23.9 mm and 24.4 mm, respectively. A turbomolecular pumped coater (a vacuum evaporative coating unit, Quorum Q 150T) was used to coat the muscovite laser processed sample with a thin carbon layer prior to FESEM imaging. 
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Supplementary Information
The information supplementing the main text of the manuscript entitled 'Single femtosecond laser pulse interaction with mica' is divided into 6 sections (A-F). Section A contains the data of depth and diameter for the laser processed sites at different fluences as obtained from the optical surface profiler (OSP). Section B shows the field emission electron microscope (FESEM) images of the characterized sites at the same fluence levels. Section C contains the data from the X-ray fluorescence measurements that were done to identify the H 2 O content in the muscovite sheets used in the study. Section D shows the calculation of the number of the H 2 O molecules that are most likely encapsulated in the laser pulse affected volume. Section E introduces that modification observed in the muscovite using FESEM images is indicative of polymer-like laser processing for a particular range of fluences. Finally, Section F presents the schematic and working principle for the optical surface profiler (OSP) used in this study.
Section-A (Optical Surface Profiler Characterization)
This section contains plots and tables showcasing the geometrical parameters of average height and average diameter of the laser processed modified sites for each pulse fluence, along with their standard deviations. For the sake of clarity, the geometrical data for each individual identifier (crater, bump, rim and jet) is presented individually. Figures 6 -9 also include the source data that was used to create figure 4 in the main text of the paper. Signatures of spatter along the rim coming from burst micro bubbles support the mechanism of micro explosion assisted by H2O. Close examination of (a) also reveals the presence of ejected surface debris. However, higher magnification and change in contrast in (b), leads to the observation of settled small debris particles at the outer surface of the bump. The higher magnification in (b) also highlights the cluster of debris in the vicinity of the processed region. We suspect the debris cluster to be ejected from the processed region to be a compositional subset of muscovite mica. The reason for such anomaly is attributed to the fact that mineral muscovite has non-uniform structural composition along the processed surface, resulting in variable modifications at some processed sites. The jet like conical configuration in (b) has the opening discernibly off centre of the processed region. This could be the result of collapse of the modified jet in a particular direction prior to the re-solidification. This section shows the calculation to identify the number of water molecule that are most likely present in the laser pulse affected region in the muscovite. The calculation is built on the previous studies stating probabilistic models for possible number of molecules per unit cell and XRF data presented in the previous data. Data from this section is used to estimate the number of encapsulated water molecules in the processed region and the estimated laser energy required for its vaporization. Volume of a unit cell at 20 o C = 9.219 * 10
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Number of unit cells in a layer = 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 3.53E+00 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 3.88E+00 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 4.24E+00 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 4.59E+00 Figure 16 : Above table approximates the number of water molecules that could be encapsulated in the laser pulse affected volume of the processed site and energy required to bubble it. Volume of the processed sites (Only fluences resulting in crater sites are considered in this calculation) is calculated by integrating the volume of individual pixel over the three dimensional surface as observed by the optical surface profiler. Number of affected layers are computed based on the depth of crater as observed by the OSP. Figure 18 : Schematic of the optical surface profiler. In the current set of studies, OSP was operated in phase shift interferometry (PSI) mode while the system is also capable to operate in the vertical shift interferometry (VSI) mode. In PSI mode, a green LED light source, centre wavelength 535 nm, bandwidth ~40 nm, is used to image the sample. Interference occurs between the light reflected from the reference mirror and that reflected from the sample to produce the interference fringes of alternating bright and dark bands. The piezoelectric transducer or PZT introduces a movement of known amount of the reference mirror to introduce a phase shift between the reference and sample beams. Intensities of the interference patterns at several relative phase shifts are analysed computationally to obtain the 3D profile. In depth operational and mathematical analysis of the OSP is discussed in, 'Little, D. J. & Kane, D. M. Measuring nanoparticle size using optical surface profilers. Opt.
